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Let us assist you in amping up your Search Engine Optimization(SEO). Your business is
unique, and it's vital to get your brand in the search engines so you can get the traffic that
translates into clients.

We provide the following for a flat $750 fee:
- Proper Keyword Selection:
We will do a comprehensive review of your current keywords and what phrases people
are searching for to find you. Then we will apply the proper keywords to bring your site the
most targeted visitors.
- Website Content:
We help you develop a level of website content that will balance what the search engines
want to see with what your website visitors will want to read. Within the content we add the very
keywords we found to be successful in the first item which will assure that your website content
is formatted to be SEO friendly. We weave in the keywords right into your copy but if you need
advanced copy writing services you can work with our web copy specialist at a discounted rate!
- On Site Page Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
We create titles, meta tags and alt tags to help boost your natural search engine rankings
on every page of your site. We also manipulate the code and navigation structure to make sure
it is search engine friendly. Once your website is primed in this area, you are on the way to
ultimate search engine success.
- Manual and Automatic Submission to the Search Engines
Now that you are optimized the next step is to make sure you let the search engines know
that you are ready to be crawled. We help you do that by submitting your site to 100 search
engines and manually submit to the top ones like Google, Bing!, etc.
- 30 Minute 1 on 1 Consult
With your Online Business Strategist to discuss the next steps in making sure your new
optimized site continues on the path of SEO success. We will discuss Link Building and
Content Maintenance and a way to continue to have positive activity on your site to keep
visitors coming and interested in returning.
- 3 Month Assessment
Our team will continue to assess your site keywords and your search engine positioning to
make sure you are completely optimized. We setup the appropriate reporting features for you.
Because of the ever changing environment of the internet it is so important to keep a close eye
on your rankings.

What's the first step? Answer the questions in this document , and send it to us. We need this
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information in order to access your site and add the appropriate SEO elements with ease. We
also ask for any existing account information you may have that coincide with accounts we
setup for you so you don’t have duplicate accounts. In addition please know that your
information will never be shared, rented, sold or traded and we treat your information with great
care and complete confidentiality.

This form will be the first step to progress and results for your SEO implementation.
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